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Check in and feel at home: the Gstaad Palace has 
been welcoming guests from all over the world 
since 1913 as they enjoy its refined hospitality 

and stunning location overlooking the Swiss Alps

 Legendary 
luxury

The glamorous Swiss setting, stunning 
views, unrivalled location and warm 
hospitality that the Gstaad Palace 
offers make this legendary luxury hotel 
undoubtedly unique. The third 
generation of the Scherz family 
continues to welcome guests from 
around the world, who savour its 

combination of alpine elegance and understated luxury. 
Such qualities are apparent in its 90 rooms and suites. 

Whether it’s stylishly decorated double rooms or the 
spectacular penthouse suite with three bedrooms, all are 
furnished with exquisite materials and to the very latest 
technical standards. Each offers a spectacular view over the 

Swiss Alps that’s a treat in both summer and winter. While the 
snow-covered scenery and long slopes particularly delight 
during the cold months, first-class tennis tournaments and a 
large selection of recreational pursuits attract visitors during 
the warmer seasons.

The beautiful Palace Spa is a highlight at any time of year. 
Here it is all about feeling good and relaxing in style. The 
exclusive wellness complex offers eight treatment rooms, a 
private spa suite, saunas and steam baths spread over 1,800 
square metres. Guests set off on a roughly two-hour journey 
of relaxation with the unique hammam experience. This 
takes you through six rooms and allows you to enjoy steam 
baths, massages and relaxation breaks. Visitors can relax 
outside in the Jacuzzi or swim their lengths in the Olympic-
sized outdoor pool. Four tennis courts and a squash court are 
also available for sports enthusiasts.

The culinary diversity at the Gstaad Palace ranges from 
elegant dinners to informal socialising. How about a 
champagne truffle cheese fondue in the traditional 
Fromagerie? Or a meal in the award-winning Le Grill gourmet 
restaurant with 15 Gault Millau points? And a glance at the 
wine cellar is sure to get one or two pulses racing. After an 
exquisite dinner, the cosy Lobby Bar and elegant Bar du Grill 
are perfect for a drink. Night then turns into day at the 
legendary GreenGo club.

Guests also find an oasis of tranquillity at the Walig Hut. 
You can even stay overnight at this cosy Swiss refuge. Exclusive 
lunches and dinners for four to 14 people are also served here.

The Gstaad Palace has been leaving no wish unfulfilled 
since 1913. Anyone looking for something special, or who 
would like to experience something exceptional, need only ask 
our hotel team. And young guests are equally valued with a 
host of activities to entertain them. It’s not surprising, since 
the hotel continues to welcome generations of the same 
families, who keep coming back to the five-star superior hotel. 
Whatever your age, the Gstaad Palace will create many happy 
memories for years to come. www.palace.ch

P R I V A T S E A  P R O M O T I O N

Right: the Gstaad 

Palace guarantees 

spectacular views with 

its alpine setting.

Opposite: (clockwise) 

enjoy elegant dining, 

understated luxury 

in the rooms and a 

relaxing Jacuzzi, or 

unwind in the inviting 

lounge of the Palace 

Spa

“The Gstaad Palace has been leaving no wish 
      unfulfilled since 1913 while generations of the same 
families keep coming back to the five-star hotel”
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